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PART I: Accomplishments 
● Historical records - subcommittee accomplishments  

○ Curriculum Sub-Team (AY2016) --  The first year of the President’s Task Force, the 

Curriculum sub-team focused on first identifying the characteristics of learning 

environments we valued, identifying which courses aligned with values related to 

DEIG, and gauging, from students, faculty who engage with DEIG in their 

pedagogical practices.   

i. Accomplishment 1: Identified characteristics of open and inclusive learning 

environments (See Appendix A) 

ii. Goal 2: Conducted an audit of Program Learning Outcomes for every 

department and identified outcomes that explicitly noted DEIG and 

community engagement to identify which programs already include these 

topics in their curriculum.   

iii. Goal 3: Partnered with the Cultural Expansion Committee to identify goals 

and propose supports for the effective implementation of the CEC.   

iv. Goal 4: Surveyed students to identify faculty members who engage with DEIG 

in their teaching practice.  Recommendation moving forward, is for faculty to 

be identified through the survey annually and highlighted at the full-faculty 

meeting at the end of each school year.  Faculty identified in the survey could 

serve as facilitators of the PLCs for the following year.   

○ Visioning and Accountability Group (AY2017) For the second year of the Task Force, 

the Curriculum sub-team joined with the Training and Accountability sub-team.  

Since curriculum and co-curriculum are the central focus of the college and embody 

the mission/vision pan-institutionally, we renamed curriculum to “visioning” and 

joined with the accountability focus of the other sub-team to become the “Visioning 

and Accountability” subteam for AY2017.  

i. Accomplishment 1:  Aligned Diversity Audit with Power & Equity 

recommendations. Our goal was to ensure that the work we were doing and 

recommendations we were developing for moving forward aligned with the 

recommendations from the Diversity Audit and Power & Equity 

recommendations.    

ii. Accomplishment 2:  Interviewed 68 MICA community members, including 

16 faculty, 26 staff, 23 students, 2 trustees, and 1 undeclared.  The goal of this 

activity was to include the perspectives of all MICA community members 

(students, faculty, staff, and senior leadership) in a vision for diversity, equity, 

inclusion, and globalization on campus that informs the recommendations of 

the Task Force.    
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iii. Accomplishment 3:  Developed structure for Professional Learning Circles 

(PLC) focused on specific curricular needs. In lieu of committee assignments, 

faculty members will have the opportunity to develop their pedagogical 

expertise within the framework of the DEIG recommendations for their 

courses in a PLC. Salaried staff will be invited to join the PLCs within their 

regularly scheduled office hours.  Hourly staff will be compensated for the 

time they commit to the PLC working sessions on campus.       

iv. Accomplishment 4: Identify ILOs that either already include DEIG and/or 

Community Engagement already and propose language that will help to hold 

faculty and staff accountable for incorporating DEIG curricularly and co-

curricularly on campus.  
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PART II:  Prioritize Action Items that will clearly inform 

strategic and tactical pathways forward 

 

Recommendations from the Visioning and Accountability Sub-Team  

The following recommendations are made from the dispositional belief that for true diversity, equity, 

inclusion, and globalization to be embedded throughout curricular and co-curricular work on 

campus, we need to develop transparent practices where our community can learn from each other to 

build existing needs and assets.   

 

Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs) and course evaluations 

● Review ILOs with a DEIG Lens 

○ Members of the the President’s Task Force have worked with the HUB Extension 

committee focused on Community Engagement to consider language for ILOs related 

to the two areas of focus. Proposed language will be given to the Assessment 

Committee for consideration when revising the ILOs in relation to the new Mission 

and Vision of the college. 

 

Propose the ILOs be measured in course evaluations 

● The committee recommends that one question is added to all course evaluations that ask for 

feedback on whether or not a course tagged with DEIG-related keywords (see below) fosters 

its tag. This data will inform the focus of future learning circles.  

● The committee recommends course evaluations provide a “Not Applicable” box when a 

course is not tagged with a DEIG-related keyword.  

● The committee recommends investigation of ways to include feedback from students 

regarding DEIG in courses that are tagged as such and to consider questions about pedagogy 

and content. 

● Propose the ILOs be measured in course evaluations.  

 

DEIG course tagging (See Appendix B for a list of suggested tags and definitions) 

The committee recommends DEIG-related keyword tagging for curricular and co-curricular work 

will allow students to navigate their desired learning paths as well as inform the focus of various 

learning circles. Tagging courses can add to a description in ways a narrative might not be able to.  

● Tags could align with revised ILOs and course evaluation questions (see above) can then be 

used for assessment purposes directly in classes and indirectly in evaluations.  

● Determine workflow for input for tagging (including Chairs and Directors, Academic Affairs, 

etc.).  
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● Tags could be used for courses, internships, partners (sites), programs, events, and other areas 

within Communications.  

● The committee recommends developed a small number of tags, defining each tag, and if 

systems allow, an icon/visual cue for each tag. See the committee’s list of examples. 

● Tagging indicates the potential for an experience outside previous coursework. Courses that 

share common interests, content, and pedagogy could be identified. It allows students to 

navigate courses in relation to their scholarly, artistic, and personal interests.  

● Tagging can help Academic Advisors help students identify potential courses, understand 

students from a different perspective, and find commonalities between partnering schools and 

programs.  

 

Identify best practices around DEIG 

● Affirm best practices within the current curricular climate and develop supportive practices 

of inclusive pedagogy.  

● Develop criteria for alternative critique models that address issues of power and DEIG and 

provide appropriate training opportunities for faculty.  

● Develop programming and curriculum embedded in the Foundations year that addresses 

diverse discourse, perspectives and moved beyond the European/Western canon.  

 

Ongoing professional development for faculty and staff 

● Targeted communications that provide training (i.e. International Education Advisory 

Committee).  

○ In an effort to create a peer-to-peer loop, offer training leadership opportunities for 

faculty after they’ve experienced training.  

● Offer choice for faculty to attend a certain number of workshops in one year in lieu of 

committee service.  

● Proposed topics 

○ Supporting international students in courses. 

○ Navigating economically diverse students. 

○ Difficult discussions on identity, race, privilege, disabilities, and more.  

 

Develop proposal for Learning Circles related to DEIG 

● Faculty peer development for fostering and creating space for diversity discourse within the 

classroom.  

● Course tagging will help identify DEIG work already happening on campus and therefore 

should inform topics for Learning Circles.  

● Learning Circles could begin with faculty and staff interested in pedagogy.  

● Example Learning Circle: Teaching Circle at MICA focused on English Language Learners, led 

by Elizabeth Wagenheim.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CztE0s1vOzun3g_gsWjQ2XRyiiZs8dAkyKXZ6_CSzL4/edit
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● Learning Circles should count toward committee assignments.  

● Proposals should be reviewed by David Bogen and Academic Affairs.  

 

Develop resources for faculty and staff 

● Develop a dynamic resource database of non-Western artists and scholars for teachers to 

develop meaning-making with the materials they select. This requires strategic faculty 

development.  

● Increased availability of non-Western and expansive historical and theoretical resources, 

references and material within the curriculum. Decker Library has already started doing this 

work with the New Materials and topical displays and we share widely on social media. Since 

Jenny began in 2015, the library has featured resources on display relating to: Art+Activism; 

Black Lives Matter; Christenberry Laying-by Time resource display; Mickalene Thomas: 

Muse and tête-à-tête resource display; Native American Heritage Month; Women’s History 

Month; Latinx/Hispanic Heritage Month; and more.  

● Develop in-class workshops with community partners or leaders. This is a resource we could 

offer that also provides professional development for faculty.  

● Develop a platform that supports DEIG curricularly and co-curricularly with critical 

pedagogy at the center.  

○ Develop tools and resources that will chart the course toward equity in diversity.  

○ Focus II is a mid-term goal for the college to complete in 1-2 years. This was a 

recommendation at the end of the Curriculum Sub-Team work that is a 

recommendation for the college at the end of the President’s Task Force work. We 

recommend a platform that provides professional development and supports for 

faculty and staff to effectively integrate DEIG into their curricular and co-curricular 

work. The goal of this recommendation is to structuralize DEIG as an embedded part 

of the MICA culture and community.  

○ Continue to open up dialogue in the MICA community. Set up spaces for discourse 

about how MICA faculty and administration design curriculum, and how MICA 

students work within that curricula. This could include pop-up town halls with 

student-led facilitation.  

 

Accountability blueprint 

● Mechanism for holding programs and departments accountable.  

● Consider how to hold administrative offices accountable to ILOs.  

● Ensure that all working groups within the self-study are charged with exploring how 

we advance DEIG throughout the campus. For example, create a working group 

within the self-study that identifies accountability measures for evaluating 

institutional effectiveness related to DEIG.  
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PART III:  The subcommittee’s perspective on gaps and needs 

(Recommendations)  
 

Structural commitment 

● What is the structural commitment to DEIG after the Task Force dissolves?  

● Gap in support and commitment to students from Baltimore.  

○ What is the Baltimore City student pipeline? How do we facilitate this? How will 

students afford the financial expectations for the college? Re-think curricular 

requirements for varied pathways.  

 

Study abroad 

● New study abroad sites that are germane to creating a more diverse experience. This includes 

increasing/curating locations and decreasing barriers for student participation.  

● The rigidity of the semesterly schedule hinders flexibility of diverse learning experiences. 

Flexibility is needed within the semester and outside of the traditional semester (i.e. J-Term).  

 

 

Additional Documents: 

 
Survey Report and data mapping to the Power & Equity Forum recommendations.  

● Attached and Linked Documents: 

○ Characteristics of open and inclusive learning environments 

○ DEIG Course Tagging example 

○ Survey Report  

○ Alignment of Diversity Audit and Power and Equity Recommendations Diversity 

Audit and Power and Equity Recommendations spreadsheet 

 

  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1832LHTjdLAzW1_ZUqlTlxLM5It6SzKeudrxCkIoNMRw/edit#gid=959850294
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1832LHTjdLAzW1_ZUqlTlxLM5It6SzKeudrxCkIoNMRw/edit#gid=959850294
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Appendix A: 

Characteristics of open and inclusive learning environments  
● In the classroom 

○ Growth Mindset --  Challenges and differing perspectives are seen as a chance for 

growth and understanding, not opposition or defiance. 

○ Counter-narratives -- It is explicitly noted and repeated that each person in the 

classroom has their own lens (counter-narrative) that is informed by their unique 

lived experiences (in relation to the cultural meta-narrative).  Diverse understandings 

and opinions are welcomed, not tolerated. 

○ “Truth” -- The expectation is that everyone approaches group dialogues assuming that 

each other is speaking their truth.  The goal is to understand each other in relation to 

their own truth.  The goal is not to prove the other wrong.   

○ Viewpoints -- Everyone is respectful of each others view-points. Disagreeing is 

acceptable in the context of respect. 

● In curricular content 

○ Culturally specific content is taught within a larger context and from various 

perspectives, not just through the dominant narrative that has been accepted.   

○ Instilling and supporting cultural competency (the ability to interact effectively with 

people of different cultures and socio-economic backgrounds). 

○ Connections between their personal life experiences and the current social/political 

environment. 

○ Activities that foster critical thinking and self-awareness in relation to recognizing 

one’s values, feelings, privileges, and biases. 

○ Is experience-based, involving progressively deeper work within and outside of the 

MICA community, including co-curricular and leadership experiences 
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Appendix B: 

 

DEIG Course Tagging 

One of our sub team’s recommendations is to implement course tagging for courses 

related to diversity, equity, inclusion, and globalization. Below are some possible tags 

for consideration.   

 

Tags (word or 
phrase) 

Definition 

Community 
Engaged (already 
exists) 

Develop a combination of knowledge, skills, values, and 
motivation to help make a difference in our civic life and our 
communities. 

Viewpoints Everyone is respectful of each other’s viewpoints.  
Disagreeing is acceptable in the context of respect.   

Truths The course structure allows for the development of multiple 
“truths.” The expectation is that everyone approaches group 
dialogues assuming that each other is speaking their truth.  
The goal is to understand each other in relation to their own 
truth.  The goal is not to prove the other wrong.   

Counternarratives It is explicitly noted and repeated that each person in the 

classroom has their own lens (counternarrative) that is 

informed by their unique lived experiences (in relation to the 

cultural dominant narrative). 

Historical and current events are discussed through the lens 

of the  dominant as well as the counter narratives. 

Growth Mindset Challenges and differing perspectives are seen as a chance 
for growth and understanding, not opposition or defiance. 

Social Justice Fair & equitable relation between the individual & society. 

Conflict Ways in which opposition, difference, struggle manifest. 

Intersectionality Overlapping or intersecting social identities and related 
systems of oppression, domination, or discrimination. 

Culture and Media Media representations of identities or groups. 

Multiculturalism The existence of multiple cultural traditions within a single 
country, usually considered in terms of the culture 
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associated with an aboriginal ethnic group and foreigner 
ethnic groups. 

Globalization The action or procedure of international integration arising 
from the interchange of world views, products, ideas, and 
other aspects of culture.  

Representation Could be related to governance and democracy. Questions 
of representation and voice.  

Accountability Ethics and governance. Answerability, blameworthiness, 
liability, and the expectation of account-giving.  

Politics Achieving and exercising positions of governance.  

International Some courses are geared to support ELL and international 
students 
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Appendix C: 

Envisioning Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Globalization at MICA 
Interview Protocol 

(Script to read):  We are seeking creative ideas and input on what the campus could look like, 
and what it needs to look like, if MICA truly embodies Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and 
Globalization.  In order to learn from you, we have developed four questions that we will ask.   

Below is a statement about Diversity in MICA’s Core Values.  Please listen as I read the 

entire statement.  We will begin the interview with asking for a response, from you, about the 

statement.   

“We seek a diverse faculty and staff population that is inclusive and respectful of 
everyone.  We are a community that seeks to provide equal employment, educational 
and social opportunities for all persons, without regard to race, color, religion, sex, 
national origin, age, size, veteran status, disability, political affiliation, sexual orientation 
or gender identity/expression. We value and appreciate the differences that our 
community represents. We strive to create a welcoming and nurturing environment for all 
who work here; we also recognize the importance of all faculty and staff in creating and 
fostering a climate to help all students succeed academically. We understand that a 
culturally diverse population broadens our educational knowledge and creates an 
opportunity for a deeper appreciation and acceptance of others.” 

Interview Question Follow-up  What we want to learn 

Do you have anything 
you would like to add or 
change to our definition? 

 After reading the Task Force 
DEIG statement from the Task 
Force, follow up with question: 

With whom do you 
interact with the most on 
campus? 
 
 

With whom do you interact with 
the least on campus? 
 

The goal of this question is to get 
the participants to think about the 
college concretely.  Asking them 
with whom they interact will get 
them thinking about their daily on-
goings and prime the pump, so to 
speak, for envisioning what might 
be different.  

What are the most important 

things that would make a 

difference to making MICA a 

place that embodies DEIG? 

 
 

We want to learn what potential 
changes we could make on 
campus to better support the 
inclusion of  DEIG. 

Is there anything else you 
would like us to know? 

(There will be a survey posted 
online, where you can also add 
thoughts you have after this 
interview.  We will share the URL 
with you, when it is available.) 

Open-ended question to catch 
anything left unsaid or 
unprompted.   
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Envisioning Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Globalization at MICA 

Survey Results Memo 

April 2017 
 

Overview of process: 

During Academic Year 2016-2017, the Visioning and Accountability sub-team interviewed and 

surveyed the MICA community for feedback on what a campus that embodied diversity, equity, 

inclusion, and globalization might look like.  We interviewed community members and offered the 

interview questions on the website for people who wanted to anonymously offer their suggestions.  

68 MICA community members, including 16 faculty, 26 staff, 23 students, 2 trustees, and 1 

undeclared participated in either the interview or survey.   

 

We developed an interview protocol for consistency within the interviews and identified faculty, 

staff, students, and trustees for our initial interviews to provide a variety of participants.  The 

interview protocol and list of possible participants were shared with the full Task Force for DEIG to 

received feedback for revisions of language and/or possible participants to target.  We interviewed all 

of the members of the President’s Task Force for DEIG, since it included a variety of community 

members.  We scheduled specific time in different buildings on campus, where a sub-team member 

sat at a table and interviewed anyone who volunteered to participate.  Each interviewer member 

checked their notes with each participant throughout the interview, to make sure that they were 

capturing the comments appropriately.   The same interview questions were posted on the MICA 

website for community members to access, if they would like to offer their feedback in writing.   

 

The responses were collected in a Google Form.  Data from each interview question were copied into 

separate Excel spreadsheets for easy sorting.  Major categories were identified for the data from each 

interview question and were sorted to identify minor categories.  Below are the major and minor 

categories that we identified from the data.  

 

1.  Do you have anything you would like to add or change to MICA's 

Core Values definition for Diversity?  
● Major Categories 

○ Add (19 responses) 

■ Minor categories: accountability; specific language about differences; 

inclusivity of community members outside MICA; social justice; specific 

reference to students and trustees; specific reference to this work being 

difficult 

○ New (3 responses) 

■ Minor categories: participants do not believe MICA lives up to this 

statement because the college’s demographic is not reflective of the 
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Baltimore community. Participants do not believe all students have equal 

opportunities, particularly because of economic boundaries.  

○ No (26 responses) 

■ Minor categories: participants believe the statement is complete and 

concise.  

○ Outliers (2 responses) 

■ Minor categories: application of statement not about statement 

○ Tweak (13 responses) 

■ Minor categories: participants would like students and whole student 

(sustainable core value beyond MICA; additional categorizations of 

diversity (both visible and invisible); accountability; and community added 

to this statement. 

 

2.  With whom do you interact with the most on campus?  
● Major Categories 

○ Administration (4 responses) 

■ Minor categories included: academic and administrative leadership; board 

of trustees.  

○ Chairs and Deans (1 response) 

■ Minor categories: academic leadership. 

○ Faculty (3 responses) 

■ MInor categories: administration, graduate departments, and students.  

○ Specific department (6 responses) 

■ Minor categories: specific buildings; the Diversity Office; graduate 

students and students. 

○ Staff (11 responses) 

■ Minor categories: trustees, librarians, faculty, and students. 

○ Students (35 responses) 

■ Minor categories: faculty, specific departments, other majors, work study 

colleagues, students of a particular demographic, faculty, and student 

parents.  

○ Students - specific demographic (5 responses) 

■ Minor categories: international students; the Diversity Office; queer and 

trans students.  

 

3.  With whom do you interact with the least on campus? 
● Major Categories 

○ People in other departments (20 responses) 

■ Minor categories included: Students in different departments, staff   

○ Administration (17 responses) 

■ Minor categories included: department heads, senior staff, and president 

○ Students (7 responses) 

○ Facilities (6 responses) 
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■ Minor categories included: Campus safety, custodial, and building 

services 

○ Faculty  (5 responses) 

○ People of other races/genders (4 responses -- all from students) 

■ Minor categories included: Black students, white men,  men in general, or 

white people in general 

○ Staff  (4 responses) 

■ Minor categories included: support staff, undergraduate staff 

○ Visitors (1 response) 

 

4.  What are the most important things that would make a difference 

to making MICA a place that embodies Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, 

and Globalization? 
● Major Categories 

○ Recruitment (17 responses) 

■ Minor categories included:more diverse faculty, staff, and students.  (11 

respondents specifically asked from more diverse faculty) 

○ Supports (14 responses) 

■ Minor categories included: Training, administrative supports, policies and 

structures 

○ Curriculum (7 responses) 

■ Minor categories included: more non-Western content, diversity and 

development of faculty 

○ Cost (5 responses) 

■ Minor categories included: supports for low socio-economic students with 

tuition and costs for materials in courses, scholarship 

○ Differentiation (5 responses) 

■ Minor categories included: honor ALL forms of diversity, faculty diversity, 

institutional support, diverse guest speakers 

○ Accountability (4 responses)  

■ Minor categories included: Goals and timelines, assessment, Senior 

leadership support, people in roles of influence 

○ Communication (4 responses) 

■ Minor categories included: Common space for interaction, space for 

dialogue 

○ Integration (4 responses) 

■ Minor categories included: curriculum, extend globalization outside of 

Asia and Europe, integrate undergraduate with graduate  

 

Sample quotes from survey: 
● “Emphasizing disabilities, beyond able-bodiness and mobility, is important to add into 

this value. Disabilities, mental and physical, generally seems not explained well to our 

faculty.” 
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● “Current statement speaks to equality but not equity. Equity is missing. Also, the 

statement seems written from a place of privilege with diversity being outside of MICA's 

DNA. I would like for the statement to boldly state that MICA is diverse, that the 

perspectives, experiences, strengths we bring because of our varied walks of life 

(cultural, physical abilities, veteran status, etc) make MICA a Super School. “ 

● “I feel like the value statement for diversity should be more inclusive of students. There 

is a focus on faculty and staff. I think similarly it's not just our students who we want to 

see succeed. The statement should reflect a commitment to the entire community to be 

supported and succeeding. I feel like the value statement for diversity should be more 

inclusive of students. There is a focus on faculty and staff. I think similarly it's not just our 

students who we want to see succeed. The statement should reflect a commitment to 

the entire community to be supported and succeeding.”  

● “Other graduate students. Outside of my GTI, I don't interact with undergrads as much.” 

● “Undergrads. I hardly ever see graduate students. People who are in the same activities 

with me. Whichever office I'm partnering with or clubs.” 

● “Mostly with the office of diversity, and with other POC students. I gravitated more 

towards POCs because I felt very alienated when I first got here. I come from predom. 

Black areas. When I got here, I was shocked. I came to Baltimore because I wanted to 

be around Black people and study art. I was shocked to get here and see there’s barely 

any POCs at MICA. The Office of Diversity is a very warm and welcoming space. We 

have community there. It feels good to be there.” 

● “Having leadership from the president’s office, HR, and the provost putting a face on 

awareness and accountability…. There are some people who aren't going to commit, 

unless they know they're going to be held accountable.” 

● “Clear goals with measurable outcomes and a clear and transparent assessment of 

our progress.” 
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